
Wednesday Workshop Fundamentals of Handsewing Homework 

Description:  Have you ever shy-ed away from a sewing project or technique because it required hand 
sewing? During this 2.5 hour class, you will learn to screate superior hand sewn finishes on your 
projects.  We will practice many different techniques and applications for basic hand sewing stitches 
commonly used in a variety of sewing projects from quilting to garment sewing.  
 
The class will cover:  
-Tying a quilter’s knot 
-Anchoring stitches  
-Hiding thread tails 
-Running or Basting Stitch 
-Back Stitch 
-Blanket Stitch 
-Ladder Stitch 
-Slip Stitching 
-Button Hole Stitching (demonstrate use in attaching a hook and eye and making a thread loop) 
-Making a Thread Chain 
-Thread Tacking for transferring markings 
-Sewing on a Button with a shank or a 2-4 hole button properly 

Date: Wednesday, Jan 23, 2019, 10-12:30. 

Time: 10-12:30. 

Pattern: None 

Materials Needed: 
-Fabric: Bring two scrap fat quarter sized cuts of 100% cotton fabric to practice your stitches. A solid 
fabric is easier to see your stitches as we practice.  finished final garment. 



-Handsewing thread (cotton or polyester is fine), in a bright color that is easy to see 
-Straight Pins and a pin cushion 
-Thread wax (optional, but I find it makes hand sewing so much easier) 
-Needle Threader (optional) 
-Seam Ripper 
-Pencil or Pen and Paper to make notes 
-Mulitpurpose Handsweing Needles or Sharps, with an eye you can easily thread 
-Fabric Scissors and snips 

Homework PRIOR TO CLASS:  
None- just arrive with your materials listed above! 

* Doors open 15 minutes prior to class 
* All classes all supported by fabric purchases at Gigi’s. A 10% discount will be provided for all class 
materials. Please do not bring in fabrics purchased outside of Gigi’s . This is how we keep our doors 
open. We appreciate your support. 

706 West Lumsden Road 
Brandon, Florida 33511 
Ring us: 813-661-9000 
www.gigisfabricshop.com


